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from the editor • Spring 2010

The Growing Season
Whether you are a plant, a writer, or an illustrator, spring is the season 
to grow. But how? Plants need sunlight, air, water, and soil. Writers and 
illustrators should start with what’s in this issue of the Prairie Wind:

• Greeting: Alice McGinty reports on how SCBWI-IL is growing, then offers 
specific suggestions about how we can grow as artists.

Our Chapter • Illustrator in the Spotlight: Neil Shapiro tells us how 
following his passion helped grow his career in illustration. • Tales from 
the Front: Lori Degman’s unique journey to publication grew out of a lot of 
hard work and a little bit of luck. • Season’s Crop: Ruth Spiro and Beverly 
Patt have compiled a list of books that SCBWI-IL recently grew—read them 
and be inspired to grow your own!

Happenings • Classes: June Sengpiehl has compiled all the learning 
opportunities you need to grow your skills. • News Roundup: Michelle 
Sussman helps you grow your industry knowledge by gathering the headlines 
in one place. • Food for Thought: Food helps the body grow; and as Sallie 
Wolf’s recap demonstrates, Food for Thought helps the creative mind grow.

Craft • Writing Tips: Jennifer Ward provides seven structures on which 
to grow a picture book. • Critique Group Tips: Meg Fleming Lentz and 
her interviewees agree—the buddy system leads to creative and personal 
growth! • Book Look: Brenda Ferber’s analysis of How Oliver Olson 
Changed the World will help you grow a chapter book of your own.

Career • The Irrepressible Writer: Ruminating can keep us from 
growing, but Carol Coven Grannick guides us around this common pitfall. • 
Promote That Book!: Terri Murphy’s terrific promotion advice is sure 
to help illustrators’ sales grow. • Kidlitosphere: New columnist Hilary 
Wagner provides expert advice (her own and that of other writers) on how to 
grow your blog and readership. • Booksellers’ Perspective: Susan Takacs 
explains how story times at The Book Cellar help children grow into lifelong 
readers. • A Fly on the Wall: Hearing Rebecca Stead and Wendy Lamb 
speak helped Bridgette R. McCullough Alexander grow as a writer, and her 
report on the event will help us grow, too. • Someone You Should Know: 
Janice M. Del Negro recounts the growth of the Butler Children’s Literature 
Center at Dominican University. • Op/Ed: Sheila Kelly Welch shares her 
experience as an author working with namelos, a unique and fast-growing 
publisher headed by Stephen Roxburgh.

Go forth and grow! 
Heather Banks Editor
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Greeting • Spring 2010

Growing Together–Part II
I think I just may have to bite the bullet and admit it. I’m an old-timer—yup, 
an SCBWI old-timer who can remember back to our Illinois Woodstock 
retreats (complete with brown shag-carpeted walls) and the Prairie Wind 
coming in the mail with hand-written hellos from Heidi Roemer. When I 
joined SCBW about seventeen years ago, there was not a glimpse of an I near 
the SCBW, and my membership questions were answered by Sue Alexander, 
the president, on her home phone.

While I may cringe at seeing the word old anywhere near my own name, 
there’s also great joy in being an SCBWI-Illinois old-timer. There’s the 
pride that comes in watching so many members of our community grow 
from beginners, peeking anxiously and unsurely through the door of that 
first conference or workshop, to becoming proud authors and illustrators, 
announcing that first publication and then others. Many of our SCBWI-Illinois 
community have gone on to win awards, to teach, and to help lead the way for 
the new generation of writers and illustrators. It’s amazing to see this! What 
pride there is in going into a bookstore or library and seeing fellow SCBWI-
Illinois members’ books on the shelves (and making sure they’re turned face 
outward so they’re noticed!).

As the years have gone by, there’s also been great joy in seeing new SCBWI-
Illinois Networks come to life, new critique groups formed, and new programs 
established. Experience has helped me to realize how important we are to each 
other. New networks mean new families that will nurture each member as he 
or she grows. Critique groups will give their members support and feedback. 
And new programs mean new opportunities to learn and connect. All of 
these together give us the chance to lean on each other for support, provide 
resources and information to each other, and provide that all-important 
element—encouragement.

SCBWI-Illinois owes its strength to many people, including, of course, 
our great predecessor, Esther Hershenhorn. Our community continues to 
grow with the help of many wonderful and dedicated people. Our talented 
webmistress, Chris Vasilakis, is working on a new website for us, which will 
include an online critique group listing to make this resource even more 
accessible for folks searching for a new group. Debbie Topolski will head up 
an upstate booth team, guided by Louann Brown, who is in charge of the 
downstate booth team, to help promote our members at conference exhibit 
booths. Our Network Representatives continue to work tirelessly to provide 
chances for their Network “families” to learn and connect.

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=1
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The result of these many efforts is that we’ve grown together. And the really 
neat thing about growing together is this—as the community grows and 
adds more opportunities to learn, the individuals within our group grow. As 
individuals grow, learn, and succeed, they can become resources, mentors, and 
inspirers. They give knowledge back to their critique groups, their Networks, 
and to all of SCBWI-Illinois to make everyone richer. Scientists would call this 
a positive feedback cycle. I just call it terrific.

As spring brings new growth outside, I’ll end with a couple of suggestions that 
may help renew our own growth as creators: (1) Since our work can be solitary, 
consider reaching out—find a person or a group who might be interested in 
writing or sketching together, maybe at a café, coffee shop, or library. Not only 
does this provide some social time, it can add a structure to your day that can 
help productivity. (2) Challenge yourself to take on something different—even 
if it’s completely unrelated to your writing or illustrating. Go somewhere 
new, try a new hobby, add someone or something to your life. These outside 
interests not only can feed your stories but your soul.

Thank you all for being part of our SCBWI-Illinois community, with its great 
spirit of giving. It’s a family in which we seem to get back even more than we 
give. This old-timer looks forward to many more years of growing together 
with you all…and of sharing and celebrating each other.

Alice McGinty Co-Regional Advisor



Illustrator in the Spotlight • Spring 2010

New Directions for a Former Advertising Art Director
By Neil Shapiro

Like so many of the illustrators who have written about their 
publishing experience in these pages, I knew from an early age that I was 
destined for a life spent creating visual imagery. I began by copying cartoon 
characters (my favorite was Dennis the Menace). I went on to draw my way 
through school at every level. My identity has always been defined by my 
artistic ability.

My influences? That’s easy—everything from cave painters to MAD Magazine. 
I’m inspired in equal measure by John Singer Sargent, Andrew Wyeth, Burton 
Silverman, Harvey Kurtzman, Jack Davis, Mort Drucker, Jack Unruh—and 
that doesn’t begin to cover all the wonderful new painters and illustrators I’ve 
been keeping an eye on over the last few years.

Instead of spending the bulk of my  
career as an illustrator, I spent that 
time as an advertising art director, 
working in Chicago at many 
agencies, primarily on national 
accounts. All that time I was an 
illustrator in my head, so when my 
career in advertising started to go 
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south (which pretty much coincided with my getting older), I turned more and 
more to illustration as not just a passion, but as a true vocation.

One of the best decisions I made while still in advertising was to go back to 
school for a higher degree in illustration. My time in the Independent Studies 
Program at Syracuse University helped me focus my energy, hone my skills, 
and dive headfirst into the field. As part of my immersion, I began looking for 
local illustration groups to join, and that’s when I subsequently found SCBWI.

At one of our meetings, chapter president Christine 
Thornton told about her experience illustrating a 
delightful book for Red Rock Press called Heading to 
the Wedding, written by Sara Shacter. Christine 
described a process filled with frustrating hurdles—
but all I took from her presentation was that SHE 
ILLUSTRATED A PUBLISHED BOOK. Via e-mail, I 
proceeded to bombard the creative director at Red 
Rock Press with samples of my work. By this time I 
had illustrated a pretty crazy story called Mom, What 
if I Swallowed an Ice Cube? for self-published author 
Michelle Lautenan. The images from that book made 
up the bulk of the samples I showed.

In due time (after repeated e-mails), Ilene Barth from Red Rock Press got back 
to me. Would I be interested in illustrating a book for them?

WOULD I? Well, yes—actually, I would.

The book in question was not, technically speaking,  
a children’s book. It was a gift book for graduates—a 
collection of quotes from commencement speeches given 
by celebrities, called Wisdom and Wack for the 
Graduate. Each quote would be paired with a 
corresponding humorous illustration. I was given about 
a month to think up the content of each image and 
complete thirty-two color illustrations, plus the cover.

Some time after the book was finished, I talked with Ilene and Richard Barth 
from Red Rock Press about a notion that had been kicking around in my head 
ever since art school. That’s when I had written and illustrated a Hanukkah 
story about a menorah that changed the life of a little village. For years, the story 
stayed in a drawer, hidden away through the ups and downs of my career. Over 
the years I’d rewritten the story, but I had never gotten around to redrawing it. 
It had become One of Those Projects That I’d Get Around to Someday.



After building up my courage, I sent off the manuscript, called The Magic 
Menorah, to Red Rock Press. I wish I could say that getting older has imbued 
me with a cast-iron ego, but exposing my work to others still fills me with 
dread (especially writing—I’m more confident about my artwork). However, if 
there ever was going to be a time to do this, that time seemed to have arrived.

Long story short—Red Rock Press 
liked the notion of my story, but not 
the way I told it. Would I be willing 
to work with a writer?

It was a blow not to have my own 
story accepted as is. However, since 
this story had stayed inside my head 
all those years, the idea of working 

with a writer also seemed like a burst of oxygen through my psyche. Realizing 
that I was now on the cusp of Actually Getting It Done, I put my considerable 
ego on the shelf and said, “That’s a great idea!”

As fate would have it, earlier in the year I had met a retired 
screenwriter named Hal Dresner, who had written for M*A*S*H, among other 
TV shows and movies. We hit it off right away, and when I suggested his name, 
the publishers were excited at the prospect of working with him. Hal and his 
wife, Joy Fate, had already collaborated on other projects, and they decided 
to work together on the story, soon to be called The Amazing Menorah of 
Mazeltown.

I set about figuring out what the village of Mazeltown should look like. My own 
ancestors, like many Jews, had traveled to America from a village in Eastern 
Europe. The Internet has many images of such villages, so researching the 
physical attributes of Mazeltown would be a breeze—or so I thought.

After poring over tons of photographs of  
wretchedly poor, dismally filthy collections of 
tumbledown shacks, I realized that the reality 
of these little outposts would have to be 
tempered with a gentler eye. After all, 
Hanukkah is the Festival of Lights, and this is 
the story of how light came to Mazeltown, bit 
by bit, day by day. I hope these pictures from 
the book make you want to know more—
because that’s all you’re going to get from me!



You can check out a whole lot of my artwork at http://www.shapart.com. 
That’s where the illustrator that was inside me all those years has finally found 
a home. And he’s itching to illustrate more books.

After more than thirty years in advertising art direction, creating award 
winning campaigns for clients like McDonald’s, Gatorade, and Cap’n Crunch, 
Neil Shapiro returned to his roots: drawing and painting. Since then, his 
illustration clients have included the Chicago Tribune, The Nation, Kansas 
City Magazine, Chelsea Books, and Andrews McMeel Publishing. Neil has 
had several shows of his paintings—at Gallery 203 in Chicago’s Wicker 
Park neighborhood and through Art In My Backyard. Neil’s work has 
been featured in the New York Society of Illustrators Annual Exhibition, 
and in 2007 he won a commission from the Prospect Heights Public Library 
District to design and create portraits of authors for its 50th anniversary 
celebration. He has illustrated several books for Cedar Hill Publishing, 
among them Mom, What if I Swallowed an Ice Cube? and Mom, What if 
I Don’t Want to Go to School Today? Neil lives in Chicago with his wife, 
Maureen, and their dog, Ruka. You can find his work at http://www.
shapart.com.

http://www.shapart.com/
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Tales from the Front • Spring 2010

One Peculiar Path to Publication
By Lori Degman

My soon-to-be-published book, 1 Zany 
Zoo, took one peculiar path to publication. 
About twenty years ago, I was a stay-at-
home mother of two boys who loved being 
read to and who loved funny, rhyming 
picture books. As I’m sure you’ve heard 
more times than you can count, reading 
great picture books to my children inspired 
me to write my own funny, rhyming 
picture books. I had visions of children all 
over the world listening to and enjoying my 
books.

At the time, I had written funny poems 
and song parodies, but I wasn’t sure 
how to go about writing a picture book. I 
found a night class at a local high school 

and had the good fortune to have Patricia Cronin as my teacher. For my first 
assignment, I wrote You’ll Never Believe What I Saw at the Zoo, a 193-word 
story written in rhyming couplets. Patricia gave me fantastic feedback and 
encouraged me to revise and submit the story. Taking her advice, I submitted 
the story seven times—and received seven rejections. Not the kind of rejections 
in which the editor writes an encouraging note. Not the kind in which they 
address you by your name instead of “Dear Writer.” Not even the kind in 
which they insert the title of your book into the letter. No, I received seven 
stock rejection letters—no name, no title, no words of encouragement, not 
even a stray pencil mark.

Discouraged, I put the story back on the shelf and submitted other stories. With 
each one, I received another stack of impersonal rejection letters. Two years 
later, when my younger son entered kindergarten, I had built an impressive 
rejection collection. So, I returned to work and my manuscripts were filed 
away. I was so busy with work and family, I couldn’t justify spending hours 
working on my stories—especially since they seemed to be going nowhere.

Fast forward to 2006. My younger son was about to leave for college, and I 
knew I’d have a lot of free time to fill. Being older, wiser, and more determined 
than ever, I dusted off my old manuscripts to give writing children’s books 
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one last shot. I joined SCBWI and attended area monthly meetings, various 
workshops, and the annual Prairie Writer’s Day conference. I joined an online 
critique group (which was invaluable) and read every book ever written on 
writing and publishing (well, maybe not every book).

I wrote for two more years, and although my writing had improved, I was 
still receiving those generic rejection letters. Then, one day I read about the 
Cheerios Spoonfuls of Stories Children’s Book Contest on Verla Kay’s message 
boards. I looked through my manuscripts and decided 1 Wacky Zoo (new title) 
would be my best entry. I had recently done major revisions to the story (based 
on great advice from Judy Enderle at Writers Ink in Bellingham, Washington), 
and I thought it just might have a chance.

I entered 1 Wacky Zoo in June 2008, and the October  
announcement date came and went without a word. I was 
disappointed, though not surprised. I put the story away, 
planning to look at it with fresh eyes in a month or two. Ten 
days later I received a FedEx letter that began, 
“CONGRATULATIONS! Your contest submission was 
selected as a potential Grand Prize winner.” I knew there 
were one grand prize winner and two runners-up. My 
family and I read the letter several times to make sure I was 
really one of the winners. I assumed I was a runner-up, but 
I was very happy with that. A few hours later, I got a phone 
call from someone at General Mills, telling me I was the grand prize winner–
and that Simon & Schuster wanted to publish the story as a hardcover. Holy 
cow! I’m sure my scream was heard from miles away. I can’t remember the 
phone conversation, but I do remember being told not to tell anyone I won, 
other than my immediate family. So, naturally, I called my mother, sisters, 
brother, and my best friends, and my kids told all their friends. Of course, we 
never mentioned the words Cheerios, General Mills, or Simon & Schuster.

Before signing the contract with Simon & Schuster, I contacted Jamie Weiss 
Chilton at Andrea Brown Literary Agency. I had talked to Jamie about six 
months earlier, but she wasn’t ready to offer representation at that time. I 
sent her the winning manuscript, along with others I’d written, and Jamie 
became “my agent.” Shortly after singing the contract, I received my editor’s 
notes from Julia Maguire, “my editor.” We went through several months of 
revisions, and then the illustrator, Colin Jack, was chosen. What a phenomenal 
artist! I made more revisions based on the illustrations Colin drew, which 
actually made it a much better story. Finally, in March 2009, I was announced 
as the winner and could openly talk about it—and mention Cheerios, General 
Mills, and Simon & Schuster.



Fast forward to March 2010, when 2.2 million Cheerios boxes, with my book 
displayed on the front and my picture (yikes) on the back, started appearing 
in grocery stores across the U.S. and Canada. Then the floodgates opened. I 
began receiving calls and e-mails from friends and family congratulating me. 
The marketers for Cheerios, Joyce and Nicole, sent out press releases, and the 
interview requests came pouring in. I did interviews with three newspapers, 
two magazines, three radio stations, and three TV networks. What a 
whirlwind!

My fifteen minutes of fame are quickly coming to an end. I’ll have a few 
months of anonymity until the release of the hardcover in July, when I may 
have a brief and very minor resurgence. Because it’s been such a long time 
since I won the contest, I’ve become very used to the idea, so sometimes it 
doesn’t feel like such a big deal. But when I stop and really think about all that 
has happened in the last year and a half, I am amazed. After all, I went from 
being an unpublished, discouraged writer who wondered how long she could 
continue writing without showing results, to an author with an agent and 
a soon-to-be published book by Simon & Schuster. When I think about 2.2 
million children reading and hearing my story, I realize how lucky I am that 
the judges of the contest saw something in my book that made them choose it. 
Another group of judges would probably have picked a different story, and I 
would still be plugging away, waiting for my next rejection letter. If there’s one 
thing I’ve learned from this crazy journey, it is how subjective this business is 
and how dedicated and thick-skinned we writers must be to make it.

Lori Degman is the author of 1 Zany Zoo (winner of the 2nd annual Cheerios 
New Author Contest), due out from Simon & Schuster on July 20, 2010. She 
lives in a northern suburb of Chicago with her husband, two sons (when 
they’re home from college), and dog. She is an itinerant teacher of deaf and 
hard of hearing students.



Season’s Crop • Spring 2010

SCBWI-IL Books Are Blooming
Compiled by Beverly Patt and Ruth Spiro

PICTURE AND CHAPTER BOOKS

Cheryl Bardoe  
MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS: TITANS OF THE ICE AGE  
(Abrams BFYR)

Matthew Cordell (illustrator)  
JUSTIN CASE: SCHOOL, DROOL, AND OTHER DAILY DISASTERS  
(Macmillan/Feiwel & Friends)

Lori Degman  
1 ZANY ZOO  
(Simon & Schuster)

Julia Durango  
GO-GO GORILLAS  
(Simon & Schuster)

Jeff Ebbeler (illustrator)  
ELI’S LIE-O-METER: A STORY ABOUT TELLING THE TRUTH  
(Magination Press)

Candace Fleming  
SEVEN HUNGRY BABIES  
(Simon & Schuster/Atheneum)

Michael Hays (illustrator) 
 W IS FOR WINDY CITY: A CHICAGO ALPHABET  
(Sleeping Bear Press)

Charlotte Herman  
FIRST RAIN  
(Albert Whitman & Company)

Jen Cullerton Johnson  
SEEDS OF CHANGE: PLANTING A PATH TO PEACE  
(Lee & Low Books)
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Laurie Lawlor  
MUDDY AS A DUCK PUDDLE: AND OTHER AMERICAN SIMILES  
(Holiday House)

Tom Lichtenheld (illustrator)  
SHARK VS. TRAIN  
(Little, Brown) 
BRIDGET’S BERET (author and illustrator) 
(Macmillan/Henry Holt and Co./Ottaviano)

Janet Nolan  
THE FIREHOUSE LIGHT  
(Tricycle Press)

Deborah Ruddell (author)  
Robin Luebs (illustrator)  
WHO SAID COO?  
(Simon & Schuster/Beach Lane Books)

Suzanne Slade  
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE? AN ENDANGERED ANIMAL SUBTRACTION 
STORY  
(Sylvan Dell Publishing)

Jennifer Ward  
THERE WAS AN OLD MONKEY WHO SWALLOWED A FROG  
(Marshall Cavendish)

Sallie Wolf (author and illustrator)  
THE ROBIN MAKES A LAUGHING SOUND: A BIRDER’S JOURNAL  
(Charlesbridge)

BOOKS FOR OLDER READERS

Andrea Beaty  
ATTACK OF THE FLUFFY BUNNIES  
(Abrams/Amulet Books)

Fern Schumer Chapman  
IS IT NIGHT OR DAY?  
(Macmillan/Farrar, Straus and Giroux/Melanie Kroupa Books)



Simone Elkeles  
RULES OF ATTRACTION  
(Walker Books)

Kat Falls  
DARK LIFE  
(Scholastic Press)

Stephanie Hale  
THE ALPHA BET  
(Llewellyn Flux)

Jenny Meyerhoff  
QUEEN OF SECRETS  
(Macmillan/Farrar, Straus & Giroux)

Beverly Patt  
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER: A WORLD WAR II SCRAPBOOK  
(Marshall Cavendish)

Kristin Walker  
A MATCH MADE IN HIGH SCHOOL  
(Penguin/Razorbill)

Jeff Weigel (author and illustrator)  
THUNDER FROM THE SEA: ADVENTURE ON BOARD THE HMS 
DEFENDER  
(Penguin/Putnam)

Look for Bev’s recent releases—Haven (Blooming Tree Press) and Best 
Friends Forever: A World War II Scrapbook (Marshall Cavendish). Stop by 
her blog, where she talks tennis, soup, writing, and whatever else occurs to 
her at the time, at http://beverlypatt.blogspot.com.

Ruth Spiro is the author of Lester Fizz, Bubble-Gum Artist, published by 
Dutton. Her articles and essays have appeared in national magazines, 
including The Writer and Disney’s FamilyFun. A frequent speaker at schools 
and conferences, Ruth may be contacted through her website, http://www.
ruthspiro.com.

http://beverlypatt.blogspot.com/
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Classes • Spring 2010

Want to Attend Spring/Summer School?
Compiled by June Sengpiehl

Classes, conferences and workshops provide opportunities for professional 
contacts, manuscript critiques, networking, and fellowship. Many an 
unpublished manuscript has been refocused, redefined, rewritten, and 
published after its author attended a class or workshop. Why not consider one 
of the learning opportunities below? Or visit http://scbwi-illinois.org/
Networks.html for events offered by SCBWI-Illinois Networks throughout 
the state.

***CLASSES IN ILLINOIS (roughly by starting date)***

OFF CAMPUS WRITERS’ WORKSHOP (OCWW) (Wilmette, IL)  
What: Editor’s Day  
When: Thursday, May 6 9:30 a.m.–noon  
Where: Wilmette Public Library (not the usual meeting place)  
Featured Editors: Sara Kase of Sourcebooks (nonfiction, fiction, children’s); 
Carol Saller of University of Chicago Press (mostly nonfiction, but Carol is a 
former children’s book editor); Anita Miller of Academy Chicago Publishers 
(nonfiction, fiction)  
Cost: $10  
More Information: http://www.ocww.bizland.com

NATIONAL-LOUIS UNIVERSITY (Skokie, IL)  
What: Global Fair II: One World, Many Stories  
When: Saturday, May 8, 10 a.m.–3 p.m.  
Details: Engage in a discussion about international children’s books. 
Examine books and fair-trade goods; both will be available for purchase. Bring 
a favorite ethnic food to share at a potluck lunch. End the afternoon under the 
spell of acclaimed storyteller Beth Horner. CPDUs will be available.  
More Information: Visit http://libguides.nl.edu/content.
php?pid=18707&sid=776399. To RSVP, e-mail CTCB@nl.edu.

SCHOOL OF THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO (Chicago, IL)  
1) Children’s Book Illustration, 504 001  
When: Mondays and Wednesdays, May 24–June 28, 6–9 p.m. 
Instructor: Lisa Cinelli  
2) Children’s Book Illustration, 504 002  
When: Tuesdays and Thursdays, July 6–August 9, 6–9 p.m.  
Instructor: Laura A. Montenegro  
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More Information: Visit http://www.saic.edu/continuing_studies/
ace/index.html and click on Adult Programs > Course Listings.  
3) Fall 2010: The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Department 
of Continuing Studies and Special Programs, is beginning a Certificate 
in Children’s Book Illustration Program with Lisa Cinelli and Laura A. 
Montenegro as instructors.

HIGHLAND PARK, IL  
What: Materials and Techniques in Children’s Book 
Illustration Instructor: Lisa Cinelli  
Details: Work one-on-one or in small classes exploring drawing, painting, 
and mixed-media techniques used in children’s book illustration. Fine-tune 
images in your picture book dummy and then experiment with materials to 
best tell the story visually. Classes can also be arranged to focus on particular 
drawing or painting techniques, such as pen and ink, watercolor, gouache (an 
opaque watercolor), or mixed media.  
More Information: Contact Lisa Cinelli at lisacinelli@gmail.com or 
(847) 433-4287.

EMILY OAKS NATURE CENTER (Skokie, IL)  
What: Plein Air Watercolor Workshop (244451-01)  
When: Saturdays, June 12 and 19, 9:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. (rain date June 26)  
Instructor: Michelle Kogan (http://www.michellekogan.com)  
More Information: Registration begins May 15 for residents and May 22 for 
nonresidents. Visit http://www.skokieparkdistrict.org or call 847-677-
7001.

THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY (Chicago, IL)  
What: The Write Place: A Facilitated Children’s Book Writers 
Group  
When: Wednesdays, June 9–July 14, 5:45 p.m.–7:45 p.m.  
Instructor: Esther Hershenhorn  
Details: Writers will have the opportunity to share their stories in a 
supportive, focused, and enlightening environment. Facilitated discussions of 
participants’ manuscripts will highlight the writing process, story components, 
elements of narrative, craft, revision, and a story’s marketability within today’s 
children’s book publishing world. Writers of all levels will be offered a variety 
of writing exercises, suggested readings, and current marketing information.  
More Information: http://www.newberry.org/programs/
seminarsinfo.html
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COLLEGE OF DUPAGE (Glen Ellyn, IL)  
What: From Goodnight Moon to Harry Potter  
When: Saturday, June 26, 9 a.m.–3 p.m. (Please bring a sack lunch.)  
Instructor: Carmela Martino  
Details: Author Carmela Martino introduces the children’s writing field, 
from picture books and magazines to teen novels. Learn about the genres 
of children’s literature, the current marketplace, and how to submit a 
manuscript.  
Course Code: #LEISR-0052-005  
Cost: $59  
More Information: http://www.carmelamartino.com/events.htm

***DISTANCE AND ONLINE LEARNING***

WOW! WOMEN ON WRITING  
What: Social Networking for Authors: Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin 
and More!  
When: Starts Monday, May 24 (duration is 4 weeks)  
Instructor: Margo Dill  
Details: This class will teach writers how to use Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, 
and other social networking sites such as Shelfari or Jacket Flap (students’ 
choice) to network; to build a following of fans; to start working on a brand/
image; and to promote books, articles, magazines, and blogs. Instead of using 
Facebook and Twitter to write about your fabulous dinner or disastrous day at 
the grocery store, you will learn to sell yourself and your writing.  
Requirements: Computer with Internet service, e-mail address, and ability 
to sign up for free Google account. You must also be willing to sign up for 
Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin accounts if you haven’t already.  
Cost: $100, which includes instruction and critiques of students’ social 
networking profile pages (if requested). The Google group will stay open for 
classmates to network with each other after the class ends.  
More Information: http://www.wow-womenonwriting.com/
WOWclasses.html#MargoDill_SocialNetworking

WOW! WOMEN ON WRITING  
What: Blogging 101 and More: Start a Blog, Make It Unique, and 
Keep It Going  
When: Starts Monday, July 12 (duration is 5 weeks)  
Instructor: Margo Dill  
Details: Blogging is one of the best and cheapest ways to achieve an Internet 
presence.  This class will help students start a blog. If you already have a 
blog, it will help you target the readers you want to reach. Students will also 
learn how to create a unique blog, build followers and/or drive traffic to 
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their blogs, blog on a schedule, connect posts to social networking sites, and 
monetize their blogs. This course is for beginning and intermediate bloggers or 
for people who are looking to spice up their blogs.  
Note: you do not have to be technologically savvy to start a blog and keep up 
with it.  
Requirements: Computer with Internet service, e-mail address, and ability 
to sign up for a free Google group account and Blogger or WordPress account.  
Cost: $125, which includes access to a private Google group and private 
e-mail discussions with Instructor as needed. Students can remain in the 
Google group after the class ends to access materials and discuss problems/
solutions/ideas with classmates.  
More Information: http://www.wow-womenonwriting.com/
WOWclasses.html#MargoDill_Blogging101

POETRY WRITING CORRESPONDENCE COURSE  
What: The ABC’s of Children’s Poetry Correspondence Course  
When & Where: At your convenience, in your own home  
Instructor: Heidi Bee Roemer  
Details: Author of three poetry books and more than 400 magazine sales, 
Heidi teaches students how to write poetry for children with an eye on 
publication. Learn how to write a variety of poetry forms, basic meters, rhyme 
schemes, devices of sound, and more. Poetry assignments are exchanged via 
e-mail. Detailed critiques offered. Includes instruction on how to find and 
target poetry publishers. Materials you receive: 60-page ABC workbook, 
Poetry Place booklet, five CDs, sample magazines, and market newsletters.  
Cost: $195 (includes shipping)  
More Information: Please contact Heidi at HRoemer@hotmail.com.

E-MAIL POETRY COURSE  
What: Beyond Jack and Jill: A Study in Children’s 
Poetry Instructor: Kim Hutmacher  
Details: This four-week course covers rhyme, meter, and scansion. Students 
will read a variety of poetry and gain an understanding of poetry forms and 
the tools poets use in creating their works. Students will read at least two 
children’s poetry collections per week. They will submit two of their own 
poems for critique each week. Instructor will share children’s poetry market 
information with students. The class is designed for four weeks, but it more 
time is needed it will be okay.  
Cost: $100  
More Information or to Register: Please contact Kim Hutmacher at 
kiddos@warpnet.net.
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INSTITUTE OF CHILDREN’S LITERATURE (ICL) • correspondence 
courses, articles, tips, and chat room discussions • http://www.
institutechildrenslit.com

WRITER’S DIGEST ONLINE WORKSHOPS Writer’s Digest 
offers three courses for children’s writers: Fundamentals of Writing For 
Children, Focus on Writing Fiction For Children, and Focus on Writing 
Nonfiction for Children. For more information, visit http://www.
writersdigestuniversity.com.

***SCBWI REGIONAL CONFERENCES***

SCBWI-INDIANA (Hammond, IN)  
What: Focus On The Novel for Children & Young Adults  
When: May 14–15  
Speakers: Stephen Roxburgh (founder of namelos publishing company), Lisa 
Graff (middle-grade author and former FSG editor)  
More Information: http://www.indianascbwi.com/events.html

SCBWI-OHIO: NORTH (Independence, OH, near Cleveland)  
1) YA Workshop/Event  
When: May 15, 9 a.m.–noon  
Speakers: Authors Rebecca Barnhouse and Jeannine Garsee  
More Information: http://www.scbwi.org/Regional-Chapters.
aspx?R=34&sec=Events&g=480  
2) Speaker Event  
When: July 17, 9 a.m.–1 p.m.  
Speaker: Chuck Sambuchino, editor for Writer’s Digest Books  
More Information: http://www.scbwi.org/Regional-Chapters.
aspx?R=34&sec=Events&g=482

SCBWI-WISCONSIN (Waukesha, WI)  
What: Picture Book Workshop  
When: July 10  
Speaker: Author Jill Esbaum  
More Information: http://www.scbwi-wi.com/upcoming_events.
html

***LEARNING OUTSIDE ILLINOIS***

2010 HIGHLIGHTS FOUNDATION WORKSHOPS *Visit http://
highlightsfoundation.org for information on all workshops.*  
1) The annual Writers Workshop at Chautauqua, NY, will be July 17–24.  
2) The following Founders Workshops are held near Honesdale, PA. Visit 
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the website for workshops beyond August. • May 13–16: Writing Memorable 
Nonfiction: Pleasures and Possibilities, Problems and Practice (Leader: 
Peter Jacobi) • May 16–19: Writing Your First Novel (Leader: Sandy Asher) • 
May 20–23: Wordplay: Writing Poetry For Children (Leader: Rebecca Kai 
Dotlich) • May 23– 25: Writing Jewish-Themed Children’s Books (Leader: 
Barbara Krasner) • May 27–30: Mining Your Memories (Leader: Rich 
Wallace) • June 3–6: The Fine Art Of Illustration (Leader: Melanie Hall) • 
June 6–9: Editing For Writers (Leader: Stephen Roxburgh) • June 12–19: 
Whole Novel Workshop (Leaders: Carolyn Coman, Jane Resh Thomas) • June 
20–27, 2010: Writing From The Heart: A Guided Writers’ Retreat (Leader: 
Lori Ries) • August 14–21: Carolyn Yoder Alumni Writers’ Retreat (Leader: 
Carolyn Yoder)

VERMONT COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS (Montpelier, VT) • low-residency 
MFA in Writing for Children & Young Adults • eleven-day residencies in 
January and July • http://www.vermontcollege.edu/mfawc

SPALDING UNIVERSITY (Louisville, KY) • low-residency MFA in 
Writing with a concentration in writing for children & young adults • ten-day 
residencies in May and (usually) November • http://www.spalding.edu/
content.aspx?id=1912&cid=2376

LESLEY UNIVERSITY (Cambridge, MA) • low-residency MFA in Creative 
Writing with a concentration in writing for young people • ten-day residencies 
in January and June • http://www.lesley.edu/gsass/creative_writing

HAMLINE UNIVERSITY (Saint Paul, MN) • low-residency MFA in Writing 
for Children and Young Adults • eleven-day residencies in January and July • 
http://www.hamline.edu/gls/academics/degree_programs/mfa_cl

June Sengpiehl lives in Oak Park with her husband, Paul. She writes poetry, 
articles, picture books, and chapter books. Her e-mail is jsseng629@
yahoo.com.
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News Roundup • Spring 2010

Spring’s News-a-Palooza
Compiled by Michelle Sussman

***EVENTS***

ANDERSON’S BOOKSHOP Information subject to change; some events 
require (free) tickets. For more information on these and other upcoming 
events, visit http://www.andersonsbookshop.com/events.php, or call 
(630) 355-2665 for AB Naperville or (630) 963-2665 for AB Downers Grove.

•  May 1: Elizabeth Eulberg, author of The Lonely Hearts Club; 2:00 p.m., 
AB Naperville.

•  May 5: Candace Bushnell, author of The Carrie Diaries; 7:00 p.m. at 
Hollywood Palms, 352 S. Rte. 59 in Naperville. Ticket purchase required; 
contact AB Naperville.

•  May 5: Sarah Mlynowski, author of Gimme a Call; 7:00 p.m., AB 
Downers Grove.

•  May 6: Aprilynne Pike, author of Spells; 7:00 p.m., AB Downers Grove.
•  May 9: John Grogan, author of Marley and the Kittens; 2:00 p.m. at 

Hollywood Palms, 352 S. Rte. 59 in Naperville. Ticket purchase required; 
contact AB Naperville.

•  May 10: Michael Grant, author of Lies: A Gone Novel; 7:00 p.m., AB 
Naperville.

•  May 10: Kat Falls, author of Dark Life; 7:00 p.m., AB Downers Grove.
•  May 11: Rick Riordan, author of The Red Pyramid; 6:00 p.m. at the 

Tivoli Theatre, 5021 Highland Ave. in Downers Grove. Ticket purchase 
required; contact AB Downers Grove.

•  May 12: Cory Doctorow, author of For the Win; 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
•  May 12: Susane Colasanti, author of Waiting for You; 7:00 p.m., AB 

Downers Grove.
•  May 13: Marianne Malone, author of The Sixty-Eight Rooms; 7:00 p.m., 

AB Naperville.
•  May 14: Anna Jarzab, author of All Unquiet Things; 7:00 p.m., AB 

Naperville.
•  May 16: Not for Kids Only book discussion; 2:00 p.m., AB Naperville. 

Free, but call for details.
•  May 17: Holly Black & Sarah Rees Brennan, authors of White Cat (Black) 

and The Demon’s Lexicon (Brennan); 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
•  May 18: Louis Sachar, author of The Cardturner; 7:00 p.m., AB 

Naperville.
•  May 20: Tom Lichtenheld, author/illustrator of Bridget’s Beret and 
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illustrator of Shark vs. Train; 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
•  May 20: Sharon Draper, author of Out of My Mind; 7:00 p.m., AB 

Downers Grove.
•  May 22: Laura Numeroff, author of the If You Give… series; 11 a.m.–10 

p.m., AB Naperville.
•  May 26: Dan Gutman, author of the My Weird School series and the 

Baseball Card Adventures series; 7:00 p.m., AB Downers Grove.
•  May 27: Charlie Higson, author of the Young Bond series, including 

Hurricane Gold (#4); 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
•  May 27: Elisha Cooper, author/illustrator of Farm; 7:00 p.m., AB 

Downers Grove.
•  June 5: Supernatural Summer Tour (YA authors); 2:00 p.m., AB 

Naperville.
•  June 22: Unrequired Reading Tour (YA authors); 7:00 p.m., AB 

Naperville.
•  June 23: Chris Bradford, author of Young Samurai: The Way of the 

Sword; 7:00 p.m., AB Naperville.
•  July 5: Junie B. Jones Stupid Smelly Bus Tour, 11:00 a.m. AB Naperville.

CHICAGO HUMANITIES FESTIVAL  
What: Stages, Sights & Sounds  
When: April 29–May 16 
Where: Various venues in Evanston and Chicago  
Details: Features local and international performances for adults and 
children. For more information, visit http://www.chicagohumanities.
org.

BOOKEXPO AMERICA  
When: May 25–27 
Where: Jacob K. Javits Center in New York, NY 
Details: BookExpo America features an author conference and marketplace, 
author breakfasts, international forums, and meetings with booksellers. This 
year’s headliner is Barbra Streisand. For more information, visit http://
www.bookexpoamerica.com.

39th Annual SCBWI Summer Conference 
When: July 30–August 2 
Where: Century Hyatt in Los Angeles, CA 
Details: Early registration begins April 21. Keynote speakers include Gail 
Carson Levine, Jon Scieszka, and M. T. Anderson. This year, the conference 
features five premium workshops and over eighty break-out sessions. For 
more information and registration fees, visit http://www.scbwi.org.
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***AWARDS***

JOHN NEWBERY MEDAL (ALA) 
Winner: • When You Reach Me, by Rebecca Stead Honor Books: • 
Claudette Colvin: Twice Toward Justice, by Phillip Hoose • The Evolution of 
Calpurnia Tate, by Jacqueline Kelly • Where the Mountain Meets the Moon, 
by Grace Lin • The Mostly True Adventures of Homer P. Figg, by Rodman 
Philbrick

MICHAEL L. PRINTZ AWARD (ALA)  
Winner: • Going Bovine, by Libba Bray Honor Books: • Charles 
and Emma: The Darwins’ Leap of Faith, by Deborah Heiligman • The 
Monstrumologist, by Rick Yancey • Punkzilla, by Adam Rapp • Tales from the 
Madman Underground: An Historical Romance, 1973, by John Barnes

RANDOLPH CALDECOTT MEDAL (ALA) 
Winner: • The Lion & the Mouse, illustrated and written by Jerry Pinkney  
Honor Books: • All the World, illustrated by Marla Frazee and written by Liz 
Garton Scanlon • Red Sings from Treetops: A Year in Colors, illustrated by 
Pamela Zagarenski and written by Joyce Sidman

Want more info on the American Library Association (ALA) awards? Visit 
http://www.ala.org.

GOLDEN KITE AWARDS (SCBWI) Winners: • Fiction: Sea of the 
Dead, by Julia Durango • Nonfiction: Ashley Bryan: Words to My Life’s Song, 
by Ashley Bryan • Picture Book Text: The Longest Night, by Marion Dane 
Bauer, illustrated by Ted Lewin • Picture Book Illustration: Gracias Thanks, 
illustrated by John Parra, written by Pat Mora  
Honor Recipients: • Fiction: Neil Armstrong is My Uncle, by Nan Marino • 
Nonfiction: Ernest Hemingway: A Writer’s Life, by Catherine Reef • Picture 
Book Text: Bella & Bean, by Rebecca Kai Dotlich, illustrated by Aileen 
Leijten • Picture Book Illustration: Bad News for Outlaws, illustrated by R. 
Gregory Christie, written by Vaunda Micheaux Nelson Want to know more? 
Visit http://www.scbwi.org/Pages.aspx/2010-Golden-Kite-Awards.

REBECCA CAUDILL YOUNG READERS’ BOOK AWARD In February, 
students from all over Illinois grades 4–8 voted for their favorite book from 
the 2010 Caudill list. This year’s winner is All the Lovely Bad Ones, by Mary 
Downing Hahn. Want to know more? Visit http://www.rcyrba.org.

MONARCH AWARD Children in grades K–3 vote for this award from the 
2010 Monarch list. This year’s winner is Scaredy Squirrel, by Melanie Watt. 
Want to know more? Visit http://www.islma.org/monarch.htm.
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***GRANTS & CONTESTS***

MARTHA WESTON GRANT 
What: This grant is available to any SCBWI writer or illustrator who has 
published in book form and desires to work in a new children’s genre. The 
$1,500 grant is expected to fund expenses for the SCBWI Annual Conference 
in Los Angeles. Entries must be postmarked between May 1 and June 10.  
More Information: http://www.scbwi.org/Pages.aspx/Martha-
Weston-Grant

KATHERINE PATERSON PRIZE FOR YOUNG ADULT AND 
CHILDREN’S WRITING 
What: Hunger Mountain, the arts journal for the Vermont College of Fine 
Arts, offers this writing contest where the winner will receive $1,000 and 
publication. Three runners-up receive $100 each. This year’s guest judge is 
children’s author Holly Black. Entries are limited to three categories: Young 
Adult, Middle Grade, and Picture Book or Writing for Young Children. Entry 
deadline is June 30.  
More Information: http://www.hungermtn.org/katherine-
paterson-prize-for-young-adult-and-childrens-writing

CHILDREN’S WRITER HISTORICAL FICTION CONTEST 
What: Up to 1,500 words for young teens, entries need to combine originality 
and historical accuracy. Sources must be included. Entries must be received by 
October 31. Entry is free for Children’s Writer subscribers, $13 for all others 
(which includes 8-month subscription).  
More Information: http://www.childrenswriter.com/contests.htm

***BLOGS AND WEBSITES OF INTEREST***

http://nathanbransford.com http://www.authorsnow.com http://
caseylmccormick.blogspot.com http://www.querytracker.net

A freelance parenting writer since 2004, Michelle Sussman is also hard at 
work on a YA fantasy novel. She’s a stay-at-home mom in the Chicago burbs 
and VP of two community organizations. She has no free time, never sleeps, 
and is fluent in two languages, English and Sarcasm. Knock on the front door 
to her world at http://www.facebook.com/michellesussman or her 
website http://www.michellesussman.com.
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Food for Thought • Spring 2010

Recap: Facebook, Book Trailers, & More
By Sallie Wolf

Food for Thought is occasional, informal, member-generated programming 
designed for published and soon-to-be-published members of SCBWI. It is a 
forum in which to share our concerns, experiences, and expertise.

In February, Debbie Pfeiffer gave a presentation on how to use Facebook 
and offered many practical tips to make it work for you as an author/
illustrator. Check out Debbie’s Facebook page to learn some of her tips: 
http://www.facebook.com/Fantatic4FB.

In April, four SCBWI members—Amy Alessio, Larry Day, Brenda Ferber, 
and Laura Ruby—shared their experiences making book trailers and using 
other online promotion for their books. Here are links to the book trailers and 
websites of these SCBWI members:

• Host, librarian, and blogger Amy Alessio: http://www.amyalessio.com

•  Picture book illustrator Larry Day, and the website and book trailer 
for Nanook & Pryce: http://www.dayhere.com http://www.
nanookandpryce.com

•  Middle-grade author Brenda Ferber, and two book trailers for her novel 
Jemma Hartman: Camper Extraordinaire: http://www.brendaferber.
com http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWc5MhoVOtU http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSaalQ9dhkc&feature=related

•  Young adult author Laura Ruby, and the book trailer for her novel 
Play Me: http://www.lauraruby.com http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=nVasw_du8ec

It is time to think about programming for the fall. If you have ideas for a Food 
for Thought program, please e-mail me at salwolf@comcast.net.

Sallie Wolf is a full-time artist and writer living in Oak Park. She is an avid 
journal/sketchbook keeper, which led to the creation of The Robin Makes A 
Laughing Sound: A Birder’s Journal (Charlesbridge, February 1, 2010), and she 
is the author of Truck Stuck (Charlesbridge, 2008) and Peter’s Trucks (Albert 
Whitman, 1992). To learn more about her art, including the ongoing Moon 
Project, and writing, visit her website at http://www.salliewolf.com.
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Writing Tips • Spring 2010

Writing Road Maps: Plotting the Structure of Your 
Picture Book
By Jennifer Ward

Getting an idea for a book can be exciting! However, transforming that idea 
into a complete story can be a challenge. What direction will your words take? 
Where do you begin and where do you end?

Just as I travel unfamiliar city streets with a navigational system to guide my 
way (love you, Ms. Garmin!), the same is true when I create stories: I often use 
a map to guide my words.

It’s fun to imagine that a book premise can go in unlimited directions and 
be laid out in a variety of unique plots and pathways. The ultimate path you 
create for your text is up to you. There are no rules for the writing “roadway,” 
but having a clear path to guide you sometimes makes getting from Point A to 
Point B more attainable.

What are some ways authors map their picture books? Let’s take a look.

1. Cumulative Structure

The text in these books may begin as one word or one sentence, then grow as 
the previous text is repeated and new text is added. Each time a new event in 
the story takes place, all previous events are repeated.

Cumulative stories create anticipation as the text builds and grows. The 
predictable text allows young readers to actively participate in the story and 
engage in phonemic awareness, oral language, and print awareness. You might 
begin writing your cumulative story based on a specific character and his 
actions, or based on a setting and its relevance.

Cumulative Mentor Texts:  
• Burningham, John: Mr. Gumpy’s Outing (Henry Holt)  
• Traditional: The House That Jack Built   
• Ward, Jennifer: There Was an Old Monkey Who Swallowed a Frog 
(Marshall Cavendish)

Keep in mind: When writing in a cumulative format, watch your word count so 
it doesn’t get too heavy. Pare down your sentences and implement strong word 
choices.
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2. Timeline Structure

Stories written with time as a guide are plotted out with recognizable themes, 
such as a sequence of natural events (think metamorphosis or seasons), a day 
in the life of a character or place, or even birth to death of a character.

Timeline Mentor Texts:  
• Carle, Eric: The Very Hungry Caterpillar (Penguin)  
• Frazee, Marla: All the World (Simon & Schuster/Beach Lane Books)  
• Martin, Jacqueline Briggs: Snowflake Bentley (Houghton Mifflin)  
• Sidman, Joyce: Red Sings from Treetops: A Year in Colors (Houghton 
Mifflin)

3. Familiar Sequence and Concept

Familiar sequence and concept stories are driven from beginning to end by a 
sequence, such as days of the week, months in a year, counting, colors, or the 
alphabet. Concepts books aim to communicate and model basic concepts to 
readers.

Familiar Sequence Mentor Texts:  • Bruel, Nick: Bad Kitty (Roaring Book 
Press) • Ernst, Lisa Campbell: The Turn-Around, Upside-Down Alphabet 
Book (Simon & Schuster) • Marino, Gianna: One Too Many: A Seek & Find 
Counting Book (Chronicle Books)

Keep in mind: In today’s market, writers must put a fresh, innovative spin on 
this familiar structure.

4. Circle Stories

The cyclical, cause-and-effect structure in this type of story takes readers on a 
journey. When writing with this type of path, you know where your story will 
end—right back where it started.

Circle Story Mentor Texts:  
• Numeroff, Laura: If You Give a Mouse a Cookie (HarperCollins)  
• Ward, Jennifer: The Busy Tree (Marshall Cavendish)

5. Flip-Flop Structure

Flip-flop, or flip-over, books make comparisons between two different 
concepts or elements. I used this structure when I wrote Forest Bright, Forest 
Night, a book that communicates to children the nocturnal and diurnal 
behavior of animals within one habitat. Readers physically flip the book over 
halfway through the story, so it’s almost like creating two stories in one.



Flip-Flop Mentor Texts:   
• Numeroff, Laura: What Aunts Do Best/What Uncles Do Best (Simon & 
Schuster)  
• Pilutti, Deb: The City Kid & the Suburb Kid (Sterling)  
• Ward, Jennifer: Forest Bright, Forest Night (Dawn Publications)

6. Question-and-Answer Structure

This plot device involves integrating a question repeatedly throughout the 
story’s text. Doing so creates page-turning suspense, while also integrating a 
pattern into the story’s language. Pattern language stories are ideal for young 
readers because they build phonemic awareness, word recognition, and print 
awareness.

Question-and-Answer Mentor Texts:  
• Allen, Pamela: Who Sank the Boat (Putnam)  
• Kraus, Robert: Whose Mouse Are You? (Simon & Schuster)  
• Lunde, Darrin: Hello, Bumblebee Bat (Charlesbridge)  
• Martin, Bill, Jr.: Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? (Henry Holt)

7. Pattern of Three

This is the most common, traditional type of “conflict” plot, where a problem 
is presented at a story’s beginning. The problem escalates, tension builds, 
and ultimately, the problem is resolved at the story’s end—usually after three 
attempts along the way. When writing a picture book with a pattern of three, 
try using this template to guide your story:

Setting: __________  
Main character: __________ 
Main character’s problem: __________  
1st attempt to solve: __________ (unsuccessful; tension builds)  
2nd attempt to solve: __________ (unsuccessful; tension builds even more) 
3rd attempt to solve: __________  
Problem solved (how?): __________  
Denouement: __________  
The End: __________

Pattern of Three Mentor Texts:  
• Cooney, Barbara: Miss Rumphius (Viking)  
• Traditional: Goldilocks and the Three Bears  
• Traditional: The Three Billy Goats Gruff  
• Traditional: The Three Little Pigs   
• Wheeler, Lisa: Old Cricket (Simon & Schuster/Atheneum)



These are just a few writing road maps you might consider using as you set the 
course for plotting your words on paper. There are many more, and structures 
may be combined with one another to create layers and levels to your writing. 
For example, a cumulative story may also be a circle story, such as in my book 
The Seed and the Giant Saguaro (Rising Moon).

To locate more mentor texts, here is a link to a bibliography of picture books 
by structure and format, compiled for the Monroe County Public Library 
in Indiana: http://www.monroe.lib.in.us/childrens/booklists/
predictbib.html.

Happy Writing, One and All. And keep in mind, sometimes the most exciting 
journey you can make is with your own imagination.

‘Til next time, Jennifer

Jennifer Ward is the author of numerous acclaimed books for children, 
including Way Out in the Desert; Somewhere in the Ocean; Over in the 
Garden; The Seed and the Giant Saguaro; The Little Creek; Forest Bright, 
Forest Night; There Was a Coyote Who Swallowed a Flea; Because You Are My 
Baby; Way Up in the Arctic; I Love Dirt!; The Busy Tree; Let’s Go Outside!; 
There Was an Old Monkey Who Swallowed a Frog; and the forthcoming titles 
There Was an Odd Princess Who Swallowed a Pea (Marshall Cavendish, 
2011) and Urban Wild Child (Shambhala, 2011). A former educator, she now 
writes full-time from her home in southern Illinois. She is represented by 
Stefanie Von Borstel of Full Circle Literary. Check out her website at http://
jenniferwardbooks.com.
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Use the Buddy System
By Meg Fleming Lentz

For years, we’ve been told that using the buddy system would keep us safe on 
field trips, at parties, and even when venturing into the vast unknown. Writing 
often feels like that—the vast unknown. So when Lisa Bierman suggested that 
we find a “critique buddy” at last November’s Prairie Writer’s Day, I was all 
ears.

My critique groups are great—I love the regularity, the structure, and the 
deadlines that urge me toward success. That said, when I’m stuck, out of ideas, 
and literally typing with my forehead because I can’t think of the right word, I 
know that I can quickly e-mail my critique buddy, and she will be there to help 
me out of any tricky situation.

The truth is, if we’re doing it right, our manuscripts aren’t completely ours. 
The story itself has claim over the manuscript. Sometimes I need an external 
nudge to remind myself of that, and luckily I have a buddy to nudge me in the 
right direction.

And I’m happy to report that I’m not alone. There are many members of 
SCBWI-Illinois who use the buddy system. Here’s what a few of our fabulous 
members have to say:

Kym Brunner: Network Representative, Far Northwest Suburbs

“A critique buddy (more like writing soul 
mate) is the one person you can be 
completely honest with when it comes to 
your shared writing exchanges. You can run 
any harebrained scheme past them and 
they’ll let you know if it’ll fly. They are the 
voice of reason, optimistic, and tell you in 
the end that your writing rocks, even if 
you’re not sure it does.

“They’re not afraid to say that they don’t 
think this chapter is worthy of your extreme talent and encourage you to try 
again. And you return the same favor to them. It takes a while to find that 
person—you can’t seek them out, they find you. You know when you’ve met 
that person when they give you a tidbit about how to fix your work that you 
never thought of, but it really shows they understand what you’re trying to do. 
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And when you give them a suggestion, they don’t explain every nuance of why 
they did what they did and how—they just listen and absorb. That’s the beauty 
of a writing soul mate—although separated by time and distance, you are 
always reunited by the love of words.”

Lisa Bierman: SCBWI-Illinois co-Regional Advisor

“Over the years, I’ve had informal critique buddies and enjoyed:

Not having a schedule—just saying a hello and asking if they wanted to share 
feedback. 
Being totally in charge of when I respond to their work. (Midnight is fine.) 
The ability to share a common interest with varying frequency—for instance, 
a couple friends who write poetry are great for getting and giving feedback on 
a small piece of work and not having to wait till a certain time of the month to 
do it. You might agonize for a week over a poem, but getting fast feedback is 
often easy because someone objective can spot a better phrasing, an unclear 
thought, or suggest something more rhythmic. Your reader might be giving a 
very quick assessment, but often it’s tremendously helpful, even if it’s off the 
cuff.”

Tabitha Olson: http://www.tabithaolson.com

“I’ve had a writing buddy for the past couple years. We are 
kind of everything—critique buddies, brainstorm buddies, 
support buddies, writing buddies, etc. We get together 
specifically to write, and if we get stuck, then we use each 
other as a sounding board. If we need feedback, we can 
always count on each other to provide an honest, 
constructive critique. If one of us gets a bad rejection, the 
other is always there with a shoulder and a cheery ‘You’ll 
get there.’ It’s fabulous. It makes the whole writing process 
so much less daunting and lonely. I feel incredibly lucky to 

have found such an amazing writing partner, and I wish the same on everyone 
else.”

Meggan Hill: Nico & Lola;  
http://www.nicoandlola.com

“My critique buddy inspires me every time I see her,  
even if we do meet at six o’clock in the morning! I would 
willingly meet her any time of day or night. The best 
part about my Critiquestress is she is everything I wish I 
could be. She inspires me with her continued 
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commitment for writing. Her endless creative energies leak out of her and I 
enjoy being near her and absorbing all that she says and models. I always leave 
rejuvenated. She brings this refreshing perspective, always willing to work 
until a piece is just right for both of us. It’s scintillating!”

Sallie Wolf: The Robin Makes a Laughing Sound: A Birder’s Journal and 
Truck Stuck; http://www.salliewolf.com

“What my critiquing buddies give me are fresh eyes—
someone I trust, who will look at a piece for the first time in 
its more developed stage and give me feedback.

“People say that a writer’s (or artist’s) life is lonely. That 
doesn’t have to be true. It’s important to build friendships 
and colleagues where you trust that that person has your 
best interests at heart, someone you really connect with, 

and maintain at least a writing/art relationship if not a more social and all-
around relationship. My writer’s group is wonderful and so are my critiquing 
buddies.”

Whether we call them writing partners, buddies, or even soul mates, our work 
and our lives are highly enriched by the relationship. The vast unknown is 
actually quite fun when there is someone to hang out with. And like Sallie said, 
this wild life of creativity doesn’t have to be lonely. I am sure that when we 
move authentically into the direction our dreams, the right people will show 
up to keep us company along the way.

Meg Fleming Lentz writes picture books, YA novels, and 
poetry. She is a freelance writer/singer, and she facilitates 
workshops on writing and creative expression. Meg has 
three kids and one husband. She can be reached at  
meg.lentz@comcast.net.
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Books That Make You Go, “Oh!”
By Brenda A. Ferber

Chapter Book Perfection

How Oliver Olson Changed the World  By Claudia Mills, illustrated by 
Heather Maione (Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2009)

Chapter books are the bridge between easy readers and  
middle-grade novels. They are written for kids between 
the ages of seven and ten, and a lot of times they come 
as a series. When my kids were that age, they gobbled 
up chapter books, reading every title in every series as 
soon as possible. They went through Magic Tree House, 
Marvin Redpost, A to Z Mysteries, Jigsaw Jones, and 
others. But there were never enough. This niche of the 
market has room for growth, and if you want to write a 
successful chapter book, you had best study from a 
master.

Claudia Mills has written picture books, easy readers, chapter books, and 
middle-grade novels. While all of her work is top-notch, my absolute favorites 
are her chapter books. It’s difficult to write humorous, poignant, and 
meaningful stories in ten short chapters, but Claudia Mills makes it look easy. 
In How Oliver Olson Changed the World, Oliver is studying the solar system 
and learning about world-changing ideas in school. But the real challenge for 
Oliver is to get his overprotective parents to see that he doesn’t need quite so 
much protecting. Claudia Mills does everything right with this book. Perhaps 
that’s why it has received such critical acclaim. Let’s see what we can learn 
from her.

Structure: The book has ten chapters, and each chapter is around 1200 
words. In terms of manuscript pages, that equals four double-spaced pages per 
chapter. So the whole manuscript was only about 40 pages long, even though 
the book is more than a hundred. Each chapter has one or two scenes filled 
with lots of dialogue, as well as thoughts, feelings, and actions. The book is 
written in close third person, past tense. There is one illustration (by Heather 
Maione) per chapter. These are good guidelines to follow when crafting your 
own chapter book. (And no, you don’t have to worry about the illustrations. 
The publisher takes care of that.)
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Plot: The main plot, or external quest, is Oliver trying to get his parents to 
stop being so overprotective. This plot works because it’s something that kids can 
easily relate to, even if their parents aren’t as extreme as Oliver’s. It also works 
because it is specific. Oliver has a specific goal: to go to the space sleepover at 
school. He also wants his parents to trust him to do his own homework.

There is a subplot, too: the challenge to come up with a world-changing idea. The 
reason this subplot works so well is that it supports the main plot. Used to letting 
his parents do his homework for him, Oliver turns in his mom’s big idea about 
no U-turns at school, even though he doesn’t think it’s so great. Oliver’s friend 
Crystal, however, turns in Oliver’s original idea about parents not being allowed to 
help with homework, and Oliver ends up getting major recognition for it.

There’s one other important aspect of the plot, and that’s the internal quest. 
Oliver’s internal quest is to learn that he has the power to change things. 
Internal quests can be tricky in chapter books, because kids this age don’t 
want to read about too much thinking and analysis. You need to be subtle and 
illustrate the internal quest with something tangible. Claudia Mills does this 
brilliantly by exploring the idea of Pluto losing its status as a planet. Scientists 
change their mind about Pluto. Even Crystal, who starts off totally on the 
side of Pluto being a planet, comes to change her mind. She says, “There 
wouldn’t be any world-changing ideas if everybody kept on thinking the same 
way forever.” This possibility of change, the idea that things aren’t always 
permanent, empowers Oliver to believe he can change his parents’ way of 
babying him.

Both the internal quest and the subplot pave the way for Oliver’s successful 
conclusion of the external quest. In other words, every puzzle piece fits 
together. It’s perfectly crafted.

Other things to note: The main character is nine years old. He’s learning 
about something that third-graders would normally learn. Be sure your 
chapter book stars a main character that is the right age, and be sure the 
school scenes seem believable.

This book has plenty of humor. Pluto is so small that it keeps disappearing 
from Oliver’s science project. His parents go crazy trying to make the perfect 
diorama. Oliver wonders if his germ-phobic mom wants to run his apple 
through the dishwasher before he eats it. Kids love to laugh. Be funny.

And it doesn’t hurt that kids will learn a bit about the solar system from 
reading this book. Teachers will love that, and so will kids, because the 
information goes down easy. If you can teach something without lecturing or 
being didactic, go for it.



We don’t get much in the way of backstory. We learn that Oliver was sick 
as a child and started school a year late. That is just enough information. We 
understand why his parents are so overprotective. We don’t need to hear all 
about what illness he had because it’s not important to the current story.

Claudia Mills doesn’t spend many words on the setting, either. Long 
descriptions of the setting are unnecessary and unwanted for this age group. 
However, it would be boring if the whole story took place in one location. Note 
that Mills varies the locations of her scenes to keep the interest high. We see 
school, then home, then school, then home, then Crystal’s house, etc.

With an expertly crafted plot, a relatable character, humor, and poignancy, 
How Oliver Olson Changed the World is a perfect model for anyone wishing 
to craft a chapter book.

*****

I hope you’ve enjoyed all my Book Look columns. It’s been a pleasure writing 
them, and I’ve learned a ton in the process. Though I’ll continue to learn from 
books I wish I’d written myself, I will no longer be writing this column. I’m 
stepping down to let someone else share his or her insights and knowledge.

Brenda A. Ferber is the author of middle-grade novels Julia’s Kitchen and 
Jemma Hartman, Camper Extraordinaire. Both were published by Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux. Her first picture book, The Yuckiest, Stinkiest, Best 
Valentine’s Day Ever, is forthcoming from Dial. Learn more about Brenda 
by reading her blog, Fresh Baked Bits, at http://brendaferber.blogspot.
com or by visiting her website at http://www.brendaferber.com.
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Ruminating Writer
By Carol Coven Grannick

It’s not just the negative self-talk that wastes our writing time. It’s the negative 
self-talk over and over. And over.

Ruminating is a common, but unhappy and unproductive, activity. And the 
desire to “just say no” and switch it off can be unsuccessful.

In fact, yelling at rumination to stop often kicks in a bigger and “better” 
version of it. Something bothers you, and you’re off and running. You analyze, 
examine, explore whatever’s on your mind. Maybe you’ll figure out a new 
angle, a missing piece of information, an answer. You start yelling at yourself 
when these things don’t happen, and then you ruminate even harder.

Vacuumed into that negativity cycle, you never find what you want—not 
answers nor control over whatever bothered you in the first place. This is 
because the negativity that accompanies rumination also fuels it. The negative 
state you’re in gets your brain working double time finding new and not-so-
charming negative thoughts, and your downward spiral pulls you in.

When you add rumination to even a bit of negative feeling, it can explode into 
a major negative emotional experience, even depression. And because you’re 
ruminating, you can’t see things clearly enough to challenge your irrational 
thinking.

Here are three tips for loosening the tight grasp of rumination:

1.  NOTICE that you’re ruminating. Noticing will take you one step outside of 
the experience, and you need that distance. Develop a catch phrase to remind 
yourself to notice, then write it down and post it somewhere obvious.

2.  ACKNOWLEDGE that ruminating won’t do you any good, now or in the 
future, and that it does harm you and waste a huge amount of time. You 
might ask yourself, “How do I want to spend the time of my life?”

3.  FIND A DISTRACTION that engages body, mind, spirit, or all three. You 
aren’t looking for enjoyment alone but for heartfelt engagement. Something 
that uses physical, intellectual, and/or emotional energy and truly distracts. 
That kind of engagement breaks the downward spiral of rumination and 
builds positive emotions. Unhealthy distractions are transient and often 
trigger a new dose of negativity that gets you yelling about the unhealthy 
distraction (food when you’re not at all hungry, alcohol, smoking, etc.). 
Develop a list of reliable, engaging activities that you can “call 
on” in the face of rumination.
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Once you disrupt rumination, you’re in a position to dispute your negative 
thoughts. (Want to learn how or get a refresher course? Check out this 
blog post at The Irrepressible Writer: http://theirrepressiblewriter.
com/2009/11/09/how-to-dispute-pessimistic-thinking/.) E-mail or 
call me if you have questions.

Ruminating writer? You probably have better ways to spend your time, right?

Carol Grannick is a writer of picture books and middle-grade novels. She is 
also a clinical social worker in private practice, working with writers and 
others individually and in small groups to create and maintain resilience, 
and to build flourishing lives. You can reach her at carolgrannick@att.
net for questions or to set up a consultation.
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No Naked Books: How Illustrators Can Dress Their 
Picture Books for the Party
By Terri Murphy

As a little kid, you knew that your Barbie, G.I. 
Joe, or superhero action figure needed the 
coolest accessories, bells, and whistles to be 
effective and grab attention. Such is also the 
case for picture book promotion.

One advantage illustration has over writing 
is the immediate grab of an audience. 
Shelf appeal. People respond instantly, 
emotionally, intuitively to the “stage 
presence” of a picture book on a shelf. 

Illustrators can use this visual enticement to their advantage.

Besides the usual postcards, bookmarks, and press releases, the following 
are marketing strategies from an illustrator’s point of view. This list includes 
tactics I used to promote Dance Y’all Dance, a picture book I illustrated that 
hit the shelves in 2009, published by Bright Sky Press.

1. Intrigue readers by sharing your artistic process.

If you’ve ever given a presentation to a school group, then you know one of the 
most effective artistic elements in your arsenal is a live demonstration. People 
love to know the “how to” of creating art—so show them! Take step-by-step 
photographs of an illustration’s progress to give your audience the feeling of 
peeking behind the scenes as you work. Better yet, film your artistic process, 
assemble it into a book trailer movie with desktop software, and put it on 
YouTube. From there, link it to your website, blog, Facebook page, Twitter 
account, etc.
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2. Consider a variety of book launch activities.

In addition to hosting an event at a 
bookstore, you may decide to craft an 
online book launch party via your 
blog where you invite readers to visit 
on a specified day or week to find out 
the inside scoop on your book. 
Arrange it so readers can enter 
contests, win cool prizes, or hear 
from the editor/art director involved. 
You might also have guest illustrators 
and authors write a word or two.

Many libraries are open to hosting 
a book launch as long as it’s open 

to the public. The advantages are many. Libraries’ main goal is to promote 
literacy—and spotlighting a published “one of their own” is icing on that cake. 
For my book Dance Y’all Dance, my local library advertised the event via their 
website, online newsletter, and display posters. I sent additional invitations via 
e-mail and postcard. The library arranged for a Barnes & Noble representative 
to sell my books on site. The library event featured a PowerPoint presentation 
on the making of Dance Y’all Dance, as well as contests, prizes, country dance 
music, and spontaneous dancing!

3. Zero in on alternative markets.

Are there other markets where your book would have a lasting appeal? Does 
it have a regional, religious, historical, or humanitarian element to it? If so, 
there is probably an association, society, or museum that would embrace it. 
In connection with Dance Y’all Dance, which is about a rollicking evening 
at an old-timey dance hall, the publisher, author, and I discovered there is a 
huge Dance Hall Preservation Society working to resurrect old dance halls 
to their former charm and usefulness. The publisher’s publicity department, 
the author, and I are working hand in hand with them on promotion and 
awareness efforts.



4. Does your book have an educational  
element? Of course it does!

Even the most elementary story can be fashioned into 
a teacher’s guide. Link it to your website and include 
worksheets, puzzles, crosswords, coloring sheets, 
words from the author, and words from the illustrator. 
Here’s a diorama activity from Dance Y’all Dance.

5. Talk, talk, talk.

Travel the 
lecture circuit to 
get the word out. Shy about public 
speaking? Take a course through a 
community college or Toastmasters. 
Schools, bookstores, career nights, 
libraries, and SCBWI chapters are all 
open to hosting book creators. Be 
professional. Make a brochure and 
contracts, and follow up with contacts. 
The great full-circle thing about this 

encore performance is…you’ve already done the work to dress your naked 
book. You just have to show that baby off!

Terri Murphy is the rep for the SCBWI-IL Illustrators’ Network and 
illustrates full-time in the children’s arena—educational, trade, and 
religious markets. She is a part-time librarian in youth services and runs art 
workshops for kids. Her website is http://www.terrimurphyart.com.
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Ma’am, Put Down the Laptop and Step Away from the 
Blog!
By Hilary Wagner

There were times when I wished someone would have said that to me, but not 
anymore! This is a timely post. I started my blog one short year ago on April 
29. After a hard struggle to land an agent, I decided it was finally time to show 
the world who I was. Would they actually care? I tried not to worry about that. 
I started with zero followers and whined to my tiny group of writing friends 
to follow my sad little blog so I wouldn’t feel like a total loser. For those first 
few weeks, I had some pretty lame posts and a grand total of six followers, 
including myself. Yes, I followed my own blog (no snarky comments). One 
year later, I’m nearing 400 followers and have met some absolutely inspiring 
kids’ writers and illustrators through my little blog.

Being an active blogger, I noticed lately that many writers feel bogged down by 
their blog. They were so excited to start their blog, eager to show themselves 
off to the world, only to find it’s become an anchor around their neck. They 
worry about not having enough followers and only a handful of comments—
and in some cases, no comments at all.

*insert sound of record stopping and screeching here*

It doesn’t have to be that way. Before you admit defeat and inter your blog in 
the vast online graveyard of blogs that had their last post in May of 2007, take 
a step back, take a breath, and realize you can do this. First, remember that 
your blog is exactly that: your blog, no one else’s. It’s okay to be “me-centric.” 
There are no rules on your blog except the ones you make.

Then consider ways to transform your blog into something that’s still all about 
you, but also serves to showcase you to new readers, agents, and publishers. 
Below are tips I’ve learned from blogging over the last year, as well as shining 
words of wisdom from five children’s writers who are uber-successful bloggers. 
Just like all of us, they too started blogging with zero followers and zero 
readers, apart from possibly a crazy Aunt Millie and a few nosy coworkers.

Managing Blog Relationships

Responding to comments: Many successful bloggers say it’s essential 
to respond to any and all comments, but let’s face it, many of us have full-
time jobs, small children, a spouse, and housework (bleh!)—not to mention 
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sometimes you just need to sleep. Oh, and how about time to write? Yikes, 
that’s quite a laundry list, and for most of us that’s just the tip of the iceberg. 
Although I was happy to get comments on my blog, at one point, I became 
frustrated because it was too time consuming to respond. My day would slip 
away and I’d come home to more than thirty unanswered comments. Ugh! I 
devised a plan: As soon as the kids are in bed, I open a blank Word document 
and literally cut and paste all my day’s comments onto it. This way I have 
everyone’s comment and name right in front of me. Well, it worked wonders 
and I’m still doing it, sometimes at lunch or over my morning coffee. I write 
better responses this way. Just as when writing a manuscript, I’m more 
creative on a word-processing document than I am in that tiny little comment 
box on my blog. I cut and paste my responses right into that maddening white 
box and presto—I’m done. It saves me loads of time on posting days and saves 
my sanity as well.

Planning for hectic times: Remember that it’s okay to give yourself 
a break. If you have a lot going on but still want to post, let your readers 
know that. Tell them you’ll try your best to respond but may not get to their 
comments right away. Be honest. People respect that, and then they don’t 
feel ignored. You can also have a post that requires little work on your end. 
Recently, the starting date at my new job happened to correspond with 
the timing of a contest that my agent and I had planned for when my blog 
attracted a certain number of followers. All people had to do to enter the 
contest was leave a comment and follow my blog if they weren’t doing so 
already. I didn’t need to respond to the entries, so it saved me a lot of time 
when I needed it most. I ran the contest for a full week, in which time I got 
up and running at my shiny new job, and my contest received more than a 
hundred entries. By the time those seven days were up, I was ready to post the 
winners and able to give my readers some much deserved attention.

Contest prizes: When planning contests, don’t feel you need to give away the 
farm. Give away some books you’ve recently finished and enjoyed (preferably 
ones without chocolate stuck in the pages…don’t ask). Ask a friend who’s 
published if they’d be willing to give away a copy of their signed book or ARC, 
and of course give away your own if you’re published. Give away a gift card 
from your favorite bookseller. It doesn’t have to be a fifty-dollar card (although 
that would be pretty darn cool). Even ten dollars is awfully generous. That’s a 
whole paperback right there or a hardcover on sale.

Let’s Get Technical

Load time: Best advice, keep your load time to a minimum. Nothing breaks 
my heart more than when I see a post I really want to read, but which takes 



forever to load. I want to rip my hair out and finally I give up. I may try the 
blog once more in the future, but if I still have to wait decades for the page 
to load, I’m done. Yes, all those blog buttons are adorable and sparkly, but 
don’t post too many gadgets, widgets, and ads on your blog. They slow things 
down to a snail’s pace, and frankly they can make your blog look cluttered and 
confusing—and nobody wants that. Medium- to low-resolution JPEGs or GIFs 
seem to be fine, as are most links, and they shouldn’t impede your blog’s load 
time.

Blog colors: I’ve recently learned that a lot of readers loathe dark blogs. 
For the longest time, my page was black with red font. I thought it was eye-
catching, but it turned out that it was in fact eye-injuring. I had no idea 
until an honest blogger told me. I asked a few friends and they agreed. I was 
mortified! So lesson learned, don’t turn readers off with dark colors like I had, 
or with crazy fluorescents or wild zebra patterns (you get the picture). You may 
have incredible content, but people will steer clear of a blog that fries their 
retinas.

Post length: Other than things like this article, I try to keep my posts around 
or under 500 words. Many blog readers agree that if a post is too long, it turns 
them off. This is, of course, one of those decisions that’s up to each and every 
writer. I know from my own experience, however, that I’ve overlooked posts 
because I didn’t have a large chunk of time in which to read them or wanted to 
read more than one blogger’s post.

Post promos: Get on Twitter or Facebook and promote your new post. Let 
your audience know there’s a glittery new post waiting for their comments. 
Ask your buddies to retweet it or share on their FB page, and before you know 
it, others will be retweeting and commenting on your post because they found 
it through one of your friends. Friends should not mind giving you a shout out, 
and it’s great to return the favor.

Now for Some Words of Pure Blogging Wisdom

Unless you’re living under a rock, you know full well who Cynthia Leitich 
Smith is. She’s the author of Eternal, Tantalize, and Rain Is Not My Indian 
Name, among many others. She’s also an amazing blogger, whose blog 
Cynsations is an epic success. She has graciously given me some blogging 
words to live by:

With blogging, it’s more important to post consistently than in quantity. 
It’s better to post, say, every Thursday than to post five times in three days 
and then not again for a month and a half.

http://www.cynthialeitichsmith.com/
http://www.cynthialeitichsmith.com/
http://cynthialeitichsmith.blogspot.com/


Prepare some non-time-sensitive posts to wait in a queue. That way, you 
won’t feel stressed to come up with new material, and you’ll have time to 
let the text sit and be edited before pressing “publish.”

Remember that the most successful brands are positive. Think before you 
rant or whine. Let any negative post cool a while before publishing, and 
have a trusted writer pal look at it first.

Think ahead and make some decisions about how much of yourself you’re 
willing to share with anyone who happens to surf by. It’s an individual but 
important decision. For example, I offer regular peeks into the author’s 
life—especially via book event photos. Beyond that, readers may get an 
occasional picture of bluebonnets in my backyard or bananas foster on 
the stove or my colorful Easter eggs. But I keep thoughts on my family, 
politics, finances, health, and personal challenges to myself. –Cynthia 
Leitich Smith

Speaking of epic success, I’d like to introduce Elana Johnson, another name 
you probably know—and if you don’t, you should. Elana is the author of From 
the Query to the Call, an e-book that every writer needs to read before 
they query. She runs a blog on publishing, is a weekly contributor to the 
QueryTracker.net Blog, and is an all around super-cool chick. Here’s what 
she has to say:

For me, there’s really one thing I think I’ve done to make my readership 
bloom: comment reciprocally. Every person who leaves a comment on my 
blog almost always gets one on theirs. I follow reciprocally too. And I leave 
a lot of comments on people’s blogs, hoping they’ll come to mine and 
comment in return.

I think really what it comes down to is work. If you put a lot of work 
into building your blog through meaningful content, commenting, 
and following reciprocally, people will respond by coming to your blog 
regularly and leaving comments for you. What you put in equals what you 
get out. –Elana Johnson

If you’re like me, you want to know how to market yourself and your book. 
Look no further than Shelli Johannes Wells. She is a book-marketing wiz 
and a fantastic YA writer to boot. Her blog, Market My Words, offers up 
pure genius when it comes to marketing and publicity:

I think if you get into blogging, the first thing you have to do is be 
authentic. Be real. No fakeovers! Then be sure to offer something readers 
may need. For me, it is marketing and book publicity. Finally, show you 

http://www.elanajohnson.com/
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care. To me, it’s important to connect personally with each person who 
takes the time to visit my blog. They are worth the extra time. I also do 
special giveaways for my followers, comment on their blogs, and send 
personal e-mails when they comment on a post. Slowly over time, I’ve built 
a following that I consider to be a posse of friends. –Shelli Johannes Wells

Last, but never, never least, I give you my preferred pair of sisters, Lisa 
and Laura Roecker. These fiery females are co-authors of Liar Society 
(Sourcebooks, Spring 2011), a mystery starring a private-school sleuth with 
attitude and pearls who receives an e-mail from her dead best friend. They 
combine humor with useful content on their blog and gave me some brilliant 
insight into their blogging world:

We make an effort to respond to every comment that is left on our 
blog. We have learned that people find our posts (and us!) much more 
interesting when we’re willing to engage in a dialogue with our readers.

We’ve tried to develop a brand for ourselves. We’re sisters who write 
together. We fight, we watch terrible TV shows, and sort of thrive on being 
random. If you go back to some of our early posts, you’ll see that we were 
still developing our voice as writers and hadn’t quite figured out what we 
should be posting about on a daily basis.

Have fun with it. I’m convinced that we ended up with most of our 
followers because we’re not afraid to make fun of ourselves and we truly 
love blogging. Our blog has given us this incredible opportunity to connect 
with readers and writers across the world. –Lisa and Laura Roecker

All right, phew! I hope after reading this you can find at least one helpful thing 
you never thought of before. Building a readership takes time but is doable, 
and if you figure out a way to manage your time, it does not have to be your 
own personal stress factory. You do not have to be published or have an agent 
to have a successful blog; you simply have to give a little of yourself and in 
return you’ll get so much more. I know many of you because you commented 
on my blog or vice versa. You’ve become my friends, some of you even 
confidants, and who can’t use more of those?

xoxo — Hilary

Hilary Wagner, author of Nightshade City (Holiday House, October 2010) 
and Billycan: Book II of the Nightshade Chronicles (Holiday House, 2011), 
lives in Chicago with her two crazy children, Vince and Nomi, her crazy 
husband, Eric, and their little dog, Louie (yes, he’s crazy too). Visit her at 
http://hilarywagner.blogspot.com.

http://www.lisaandlauraroecker.com/
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Story Time, Tradition, and Technology
By Susan Takacs

On Friday mornings in Lincoln Square, it is common to see a 
parade of empty strollers lined up outside The Book Cellar 
bookstore. The usual occupants of the strollers—often more 
than thirty children—are inside on brightly colored pillows with 

a parent or babysitter, enjoying story time. The Storybook Mom, Nili Yelin, 
gestures dramatically, hopping the fingers of one hand on the palm of her 
other, her red hair and freckles flying as she recites, “Three little monkeys 
jumping on the bed, one fell off….” The audience of infants, toddlers, and 
preschoolers follows along with their own hand gestures. They sit or kneel, 
open-mouthed, staring, mesmerized by The Storybook Mom.

Well, most of them are mesmerized. Some of them are crying or running 
around. Or standing on books, chewing books, stomping on Cheerios, 
or engaging in some other inventory-destroying behavior that makes an 
independent store owner cringe.

Some people tell me that story time is a bad business decision: It is expensive 
to pay the storyteller, we lose inventory, and the parents often bring in 
drinks from the competition. Many non-story time customers leave at the 
sight of so many strident children, or because there is no room to browse the 
bookshelves. Additionally, it takes a whole morning to set up the event, then 
most of the afternoon to clean up crushed cereal, splattered grapes, spilled 
milk, and other brought-from-home snacks when we have lots of other work to 
do. So why continue to host story time?

I tell people that story time is one of the most important events that The Book 
Cellar hosts. It is during this time that we hope to introduce children to the 
love of reading and books. They learn that reading is not just a solitary activity, 
but also a social experience to be shared in a group. At story time, children are 
introduced to books they may not be familiar with, or they are able to revisit 
favorite books and characters. When children read, they can learn about 
anything. When children read, they can transport themselves to any country 
or period of time, real or fictional. When children read, they can learn to follow 
directions to create a recipe or craft or project. Reading introduces children to 
new ideas and cultures and people. A book is a safe place to experience life and 
learn possible consequences to actions and behavior.

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=19
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This morning I watched The Today Show, where they demonstrated an iPad-
reading of Alice In Wonderland. With this new technology, Alice could grow 
or shrink with a turn of the gadget. She could fall down the page and pass 
through a door. Initially, my heart sank. Will children still want to read books? 
Will The Book Cellar still be a relevant part of the bookselling world? I believe 
the answer is yes.

Story time is reading the traditional way, without technology. 
Monkeys jump on your hand, which is supposed to be the bed. 
We use our imagination to envision the bed—not slick graphics—
and that is the fun part. I believe anything we can do to get 
children hooked on reading, to make reading an integral part of 
their daily lives, is a step toward children choosing reading as 
something they do every day. Reading requires the use of 

imagination, and it is my hope that kids continue to read and tell stories to 
their friends and family, and maybe their own children someday. It is my hope 
that they love the culture and environment of an independent bookstore and 
continue to make it a part of their local shopping experience. It is my hope that 
story time at The Book Cellar becomes one of their favorite childhood 
memories.

“Is Nili here?” a little blonde boy asks as he tugs on the shirt of one of our 
employees. It’s not Friday, so Nili isn’t here. But it’s clear that this boy thinks 
she is, that maybe she lives here, that she is sitting in some back room on a 
mound of storybooks just waiting for a listener to show interest. And I guess 
it’s for him that we continue story time. All he needs are the stories and the 
books.

Susan Takacs is quickly learning her second career as the owner of The 
Book Cellar (http://www.bookcellarinc.com). Her former career was 
working as a woman’s healthcare nurse practitioner in private practice. The 
Book Cellar is an independent bookstore in the Lincoln Square neighborhood 
of Chicago. At The Book Cellar, you can enjoy Susan’s two favorite things, 
books and wine. Susan is currently a board member of the Great Lakes 
Independent Booksellers Association.

http://www.bookcellarinc.com/
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When You Reach Me: Newbery-Winning Author and 
Editor Reach Out to Readers
By Bridgette R. McCullough Alexander

Frigid gusts nearly blinded me one snowy Friday evening as I walked through 
Hyde Park toward 57th Street Books, one of the warmest places in this Chicago 
neighborhood. Still, I braved the sidewalks slickened by a gritty, slushy snow-
and-ice combo, and sometimes shortened my steps to retain my balance. Safe 
at last, I walked down the steps to the familiar red door that opened onto the 
bright glow of this independent bookstore and the SCBWI-IL event inside.

I was excited to take some time from my own writing to meet 
Rebecca Stead, author of When You Reach Me, who had recently 
been awarded the Newbery Medal. I looked forward to hearing an 
author talk about her writing experience, especially one who not 
only completed her manuscript but, by god, got it published.

That night, 57th Street Books radiated with a promise of learning, 
experiencing wonderful things, and meeting new people who had also braved 
the bitter urban winter scene to come together.

In the room set up for the talk, chairs held little index cards with phrases 
that linked us to Rebecca Stead’s fantastical middle-grade novel. The card 
in my seat said, “Things that are warped….” After reading a few more cards, 
I realized they were clues to the book’s time period, which was the 1970s as 
the lead character’s mother prepares to be a contestant on the outrageously 
popular $20,000 Pyramid hosted by Dick Clark. The cards were accompanied 
by Tootsie Roll Pops—a classic treat.

People of all ages began arriving, from children 10, 11, and 12, Stead’s main 
readers, to adults. It was exciting to be there, at an author’s talk with a range 
of readers and audience members. The author and her editor, Wendy Lamb of 
Random House, arrived and found their seats at the front near a beautifully 
displayed table featuring Stead’s two books. They had chosen to talk on the 
writing process. Beginning with the problem of making time to write, Stead 
related how she wrote with two babies, using the little time she had when it 
was available. Later, while writing When You Reach Me, Stead worked during 
the children’s school hours. There is little more inspiring than to hear a 
successful author describe practical writing schedules that fit our busy, divided 
lives.
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Stead and Lamb continued with  
a recommendation that probably 
frightened half of her audience, 
especially those of us who write for 
children. Have readers from your 
target audience critique your book. 
Sure, we all attend classes, seminars, 
conferences, groups, or one-on-ones 
where other writers read and 
comment on our work. How many of us, however, have the courage to ask for 
comments from young readers and listen carefully to their opinions? Stead 
and Lamb bore witness to the fact that it is not only very fruitful to solicit 
responses from young readers, but for many of us it is absolutely essential.

Stead repeatedly underscored that it is important for her to have children 
as readers of her drafts. Children are not only honest and interested, but 
more importantly, the book is written for them. Your great book will fall into 
obscurity if children will not read it.

Lamb pointed out that adults read differently than children. A child reader 
is open, smart, and willing to go with a story. These are some of the most 
powerful character elements that all of us writing for children want to explore. 
She commented that children have flexible minds. Because they have not been 
hardened by the trials of maturation, they are more likely to get into the heart 
of a good story.

With their personal insights, Stead and Lamb reminded us why we write for 
children. Some of us, myself especially, loved reading as children. Books for us 
were a great adventure, a ticket into some other world through the brave eyes 
of the young hero. And as authors of children’s books, we want to give children 
a similar experience. Who better to tell us how we are doing and how we can 
improve than children themselves?

Stead told us that as she wrote her award-winning 
book, she kept in mind a really smart 10-year-old who 
lives in New York City. What option did she have, then, 
other than to talk to 10-year-olds? Perhaps some 
authors have detailed recollections of their lives as 10-, 
11-, and 12-year-olds and are fortunate enough to shape 
that into their stories. If you cannot do that, however, 
you can talk to kids that age. When Stead finished one 
draft, she gave it to a friend’s 10-year-old daughter. 
When she finished another draft, she gave it to an 
11-year-old, then a 12-year-old.



Both Stead and Lamb noted that adults see things very differently from 
children. Children have a less determinate or cultivated way of way of viewing 
things. So to some extent, they can go right to the heart of the story. If that 
story rings true, it’s going to keep them reading. If it doesn’t, they aren’t going 
to like it. If they like it, they will tell you “I like it,” and if they don’t like it, they 
will tell you that, too.

Lamb contrasted the openness of children and adults by telling a story about 
one of Stead’s adult readers. The adult said she didn’t like When You Reach 
Me because the kid’s mom was stealing office supplies. Adults will make a 
moral judgment about a book on the basis of a small feature of a secondary 
character. A child reader, according to Lamb, wouldn’t even care about that. 
Or even if a child reader were appalled, she would still keep reading.

Most successful children’s authors probably do talk to children to gain 
experiences, perspectives, and a reality check. This is a reality that I employ 
often with my own writing–from consulting children in my own family to 
talking with my neighbor’s children or my daughter’s friends. In my case, I 
have even struck up some of my best conversations with kids in bookstores. 
After all, in the children’s section of a bookstore, authors and readers have a 
lot in common and a lot to share.

Bridgette R. McCullough Alexander is a new young adult author who lives in 
Hyde Park with her husband and daughter—a constant source of inspiration 
and ideas for writing material. If you want more information on writing 
inspiration or the Maxine Caldwell Mysteries book series she’s writing, 
please e-mail her at bridgette@bridgettealexander.com.

mailto:bridgette@bridgettealexander.com
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The Butler Children’s Literature Center at Dominican 
University
By Janice M. Del Negro

Let me begin by commenting on hats. I wear, figuratively speaking, a number 
of them, all at once, like that monkey-beset cap seller or Bartholomew Cubbins. 
I am a professor at the Graduate School of Library and Information Science 
at Dominican University in River Forest, Illinois, where I teach Storytelling, 
Children’s Literature, Young Adult Literature, Foundations of Library and 
Information Science, the Capstone Class, and the PhD Reading Seminar.

After reviewing books for children 
and young adults for almost twenty 
years, I wrote some. My first picture 
book, Lucy Dove (1998), won the 
Anne Izard Storytellers’ Award; my 
second picture book, Willa and the 
Wind (2005), was an ALA Notable 
Book and an Honor Book for the 
Irma Simonton Black and James H. 
Black Award for Excellence in 
Children’s Literature from the Bank 
Street College of Education in New 

York City. My collection of supernatural tales for young adults, Passion and 
Poison, was released in 2007 to starred reviews. I recently collaborated with 
Ellin Greene on the fourth edition of the classic storytelling textbook 
Storytelling: Art & Technique, released in January 2010. I am working on my 
first novel (a ghost tale for grades 5–7), which may or may not ever see the 
light of day.

I’ve been telling stories a long time, ever since I took a storytelling class in 
library school. I have been a featured storyteller at the National Storytelling 
Festival, the Bay Area Storytelling Festival, the Illinois Storytelling Festival, 
the Fox Valley Folk Music & Storytelling Festival, and others. I am looking 
forward to telling ghost stories at the National Storytelling Festival in 
Jonesborough, Tennessee, this October. I am currently working on a new 
storytelling recording entitled Fortune’s Daughters: Folktales and Ghost 
Tales, to be released in 2010 (I hope).

Writing about myself is such an odd endeavor (friend and storyteller/author 
Dan Keding is always yelling at me for my lack of marketing materials), so let 
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me talk about the Butler Children’s Literature Center at the Graduate School 
of Library and Information Science at Dominican University instead.

The Butler Children’s Literature Center is the direct result of the leadership 
of our dean, Susan Roman. Dean Roman actively sought donors for the 
establishment of a special youth literature collection at Dominican, and the 
Butler Center was the result. The Butler Center was dedicated on January 10, 
2009, in a program featuring Jon Scieszka, the Library of Congress’s inaugural 
National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature and that day’s recipient of 
an honorary doctorate of letters in celebration of Dominican University’s Year 
of Youth Literacy.

The holdings of the Butler Collection are constantly evolving. The Butler 
Center collects the best in American publishing every year and makes it 
available to librarians, scholars, teachers, and parents. Beyond these titles 
for annual examination, the Butler Center maintains permanent collections 
of professional materials, including the Ellin Greene Storytelling Collection, 
comprised of the prominent and beloved storyteller’s collections of stories and 
storytelling resources; and the Reading 101 Collection, featuring the 101 books 
practitioners of literature for young people need to know. Founding partners 
include the Graduate School of Library and Information Science (which 
administers the center), the School of Education, and the Rebecca Crown 
Library. Major donors for the center are the Butler Family Foundation, and 
Debra Mitts-Smith and Marschall Smith.

We at Butler are committed to discovering, exploring, and promoting 
research-supported activities that successfully connect literature and youth. 
The Center serves educators, scholars, researchers, authors, librarians, 
teachers, parents, and other caring adults in children’s lives through programs, 
conferences, credit and continuing education courses, web resources, and 
graduate research opportunities.

The Butler Center held its first literature for youth conference in September 
2009. Called “The Truth about Beginnings,” the conference featured author 
Tim Tingle and presentations by GSLIS Dominican faculty. Butler has hosted 
several successful author and illustrator visits (James Ransome visited in 
April 2009, and Kevin O’Malley in April 2010) as well as informative and 
participatory programs on various aspects of literature for youth. (Butler 
curator Thom Barthelmess hosted a mock Caldecott in 2009, and the Center 
recently hosted a literary tales workshop with storyteller Carol Birch and 
a meeting of the Illinois High School Librarians Association.) The Butler 
Planning Board is also creating annotated bibliographies for The Exquisite 
Corpse, an online serial offered by The National Children’s Book and Literacy 
Alliance in cooperation with the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.



Thom Barthelmess, curator of the Butler Center, instructor at GSLIS 
Dominican University, and current president of the Association for Library 
Services to Children, has a distinct yet flexible vision for the Butler Center. 
He is interested in “the space between the books” and the ways that literature 
and youth connect. According to Thom, “the Butler Center celebrates the 
enlightenment that happens in the spaces where books intersect. Where a 
single book expands the reader’s understanding singularly, multiple books 
expand that understanding exponentially; our impressions are informed by 
the individual stories, and by the ways they overlap and disagree and chafe 
and jibe, one with the next.”

Administered by the Graduate School of Library and Information Science, the 
Butler Children’s Literature Center is located in 340 Rebecca Crown Library 
at Dominican University’s main campus at 7900 West Division Street in River 
Forest, Illinois. The Butler website is located at http://www.dom.edu/
butler.

We would be happy to hear from you with any ideas of how the Butler can be 
more involved with children’s book authors and illustrators. (Unofficially, I 
call it “The Party Place for Lit for Youth,” but don’t tell anyone.) Our hope is 
to make the Butler Center a dynamic and enjoyable destination for all those 
interested in the promotion and promise of literature for children and young 
adults.

Janice M. Del Negro, PhD, is an assistant professor at the Graduate School 
of Library and Information Science at Dominican University in River Forest, 
Illinois. Her e-mail is jdelnegro@dom.edu.
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How I Joined the New Age of Publishing
By Sheila Kelly Welch

On January 29, 2010, I signed a contract with a brand new, independent 
publishing company. Not only is the company new, but it charged a 
submission fee, offered no advance, and announced each “print run” would 
be one book (at a time). No wonder the Authors Guild had a “completely 
negative and pessimistic” response when another author asked them to review 
a contract from this company.

Then why was my reaction to a contract with namelos completely positive and 
optimistic—the exact opposite of the guild’s reaction? Here’s why—from the 
beginning.

The first time I heard Stephen Roxburgh talk about publishing children’s 
books was in the early 1990s at an American Library Association conference 
that I attended with my librarian husband. At that point, I’d had short 
stories accepted by magazines and my first novel published by a small press. 
I remember being impressed by Roxburgh’s remarks. Later I learned that 
during his years as publisher at Farrar, Straus and Giroux and at Front Street, 
the independent publishing company he founded in 1994, Roxburgh worked 
with a lot of respected children’s authors and illustrators. When I read several 
Front Street books, I liked them a lot and thought I’d be very happy to have 
one of my books published by this small company.

During most of the 1990s, I was busy writing and 
illustrating for magazines and publishers such as 
Boyds Mills Press, Golden Books, Scott Foresman, 
Learning Media, and an independent, family-owned 
company called ShadowPlay Press. That “family” 
was ours. My husband, Eric, and I started our own 
company in 1995 with the publication of my middle-
grade fantasy novel. Eventually, we helped three 
authors self-publish their books and published three 
ShadowPlay Press books (mine and two historical 

novels by Leone Castell Anderson). With this venture, we learned a great deal 
about the business side of publishing.

Cricket Books was founded in the late 1990s, and I submitted a manuscript to 
them because my stories and illustrations had appeared in most of the “bug 
magazines.” By the time The Shadowed Unicorn was accepted, Front Street 
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was affiliated with Cricket Books, so Stephen Roxburgh was peripherally 
involved with its publication. I remember actually meeting him at another 
ALA conference where my book was on display.

Over the next few years, I sent two novel manuscripts to Front Street (no 
longer with Cricket Books), but they weren’t accepted. Then I started work on 
a novel called Not Timothy about two children who were adopted when they 
were seven and eleven years old. We have seven children; six were adopted, 
and four of them joined our family when they were already in school. So 
this story is close to my heart. While I was still working (very slowly) on this 
novel, in 2004, Front Street became an imprint of Boyds Mills Press, where 
Roxburgh was publisher until the fall of 2008.

By the time I was ready to send Not Timothy to Front Street, Roxburgh 
had moved on to a new venture called namelos. I was curious and read 
the information provided on their website. Roxburgh had put together a 
“consortium of publishing professionals” who could be paid to handle many 
services for authors. The website clearly stated, however, that namelos was not 
a publisher.

I wrote to the “contact” e-mail, asking a lot of questions, and got an immediate 
reply. An initial evaluation/critique of an author’s picture book manuscript or 
the first 10,000 words of a longer work cost $200. The evaluation would be 
completed in two weeks and would be comprehensive, consisting of several 
pages of detailed comments. If namelos thought the story had potential, they 
would indicate that and ask if the author wanted to go to the next level of 
editorial work. There was never any obligation to continue with the process 
after the initial evaluation, and no guarantee of publication.

The $200 sounded reasonable, and I’ve paid for other critiques and for 
conferences, but I was reluctant to send my story to namelos. What if they 
hated it? (How depressing would that be?) Or what if they liked it, and 
I agreed to editorial input but, after revisions, couldn’t find an agent or 
publisher who shared their opinion? I decided to sit tight and see what 
Roxburgh’s future plans might be.

Four months later, I was pleased to learn that on Labor Day 2009, namelos 
expanded into publishing books for children and young adults (hardcover 
and paperback) and several e-book formats. This changed my attitude from 
hesitant to hopeful. Now if Roxburgh liked the manuscript, he would have the 
authority and means to publish it. On the other hand, if he didn’t think my 
book had merit, I would be depressed, but—since I respected his opinion—I’d 
at least believe him. I was tired of getting conflicting feedback on another 
novel manuscript that I’ve revised to various editors’ suggestions at least three 



times with no offer to publish. I had a clear vision for Not Timothy and hoped 
to avoid receiving contradictory advice from too many experts.

In early January, I paid $200 and sent the first 10,000 words along with a cover 
letter via e-mail to namelos. I marked my calendar for the 26th to indicate the 
date when I could expect my detailed evaluation. I was surprised to open an 
e-mail on the 21st from Roxburgh. He thought Not Timothy was “eminently 
publishable,” and he wanted to see the rest to consider it for namelos.

I e-mailed the whole manuscript, and less than a week later, I received a 
message saying he wanted the book and could we talk. On the phone the 
following morning, Roxburgh explained how his company works, and I liked 
the concept.

I think that my experience with ShadowPlay Press and as an author whose 
work has been published by a variety of companies has given me a perspective 
that helps inspire confidence in namelos. Using digital technology, they can 
produce single copies on demand, eliminating the need for large upfront 
printing costs and inventory. Expensive office and warehouse space are 
unnecessary. The excitement about Amazon’s Kindle and Apple’s iPad seems 
to point to a future when e-books will be accepted as a way to access reading 
material of all types. In addition, all the people at namelos have extensive and 
impressive backgrounds in the production of quality books for children and 
young adults.

After our phone conversation, I downloaded the contract sent to me and 
signed it.

I’ve paid the $200 evaluation fee plus $0.44 for a stamp to mail the contract. I 
realize that the conventional wisdom condemns paying any fees to publishers 
in order to avoid the slightest hint of a vanity press. But namelos has acted 
nothing like a vanity press, although it is way beyond conventional. For 
example, while I wasn’t offered an advance, I’ll receive 50 percent royalty on 
the sale of Not Timothy in all formats—a royalty rate substantially higher than 
what is normal for traditional publishing.

For those who share the reservations of the Authors Guild, I’d suggest 
reading the articles about namelos and the interviews with Stephen Roxburgh 
available on the Internet. Also available at http://www.goodreads.com 
are positive reader comments on the first book published by namelos, POD, by 
Stephen Wallenfels, which received a starred review from Kirkus Reviews.

The next step for me will be working with Stephen Roxburgh on revisions. We 
hope to start in early May and have the book ready for readers by this fall. So 

http://www.goodreads.com/


far, I am impressed with this company that describes itself as “the opening 
move in a new age of publishing,” and I remain completely positive and 
optimistic.

More Information: 

• http://www.namelos.com 
• http://www.namelos.com/submissions.php  
•  http://cynthialeitichsmith.blogspot.com/2010/03/scbwi-bologna-

2010-publisher-interview.html  
•  http://www.publishersweekly.com/article/394891-Namelos_

Editions_to_Publish_Electronic_and_POD_Books.php

Sheila Kelly Welch has had short stories published by numerous children’s 
magazines. She has illustrated her own stories for The Cricket Magazine 
Group. One of these, “The Holding-On Night,” published in Cricket, won the 
International Reading Association’s Short Story Award. Sheila has written 
and/or illustrated twelve books for various ages. Her first novel, Don’t Call 
Me Marda, was a finalist for the national Benjamin Franklin Award. Three 
of her short chapter books are read by schoolchildren around the world. 
Her two most popular books are Little Prince Know-It-All (Random House/
Golden Books) and A Horse for All Seasons (Boyds Mills Press). Her novel 
The Shadowed Unicorn was on the short list for the Prairie Pasque Award 
(similar to the Rebecca Caudill Award), and a review in Booklist likened it to 
Bridge to Terabithia. She illustrated two popular historical novels, Sean’s War 
and Sean’s Quest, and two picture books, Something in the Air and Is That 
Your Sister?
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